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1 - a member of the Iraqi Bar Association, I had the experience in 

the law about 10 years.  

2 - University Professor (Lecturer of Foreign Affairs) at Al-

Arama Institute of Technology since the period from 2002 to 

2009. Teaching the following materials: (Penal Code - the law of 

personal status code of Criminal Procedure - public 

administration - human rights - and democracy)  

3 worked as an administrator for the Office of the President 

Office of the resumption of Maysan court / court judge and as an 

assistant personal status for one year.  

4 - Member of the Human Rights Commission of Iraq since 2003.  

5 - Member of the Committee for the Support Committee for 

Human Rights in the province of Maysan.  
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6. Official Office of Legal Advice Centre and the Human Rights of 

the Organization of American international relief from 

1/6/2006 until 31/12/2009, 

7 - worked as a reporter at the Electoral Commission.  

8 _ worked as a legal adviser to the Ministry of Displacement and 

Migration, with the contract for five years, and I have a lot of 

literature on this subject. Participated in many activities with 

(UNHCR) and (IOM) international organizations.  

9_, and I was the first deputy chairman of the coalition of civil 

society in Maysan. I am active in the field of civil society 

institutions. Also, I was the commander of the Youth of the 

Future Foundation.  

10 - participated as a coach in many of the activities of 

international organizations or civil society institutions in 

Maysan.  

11 - I adducing legal program its name (in the corridors of the 

law) in Maysan TV.  

12 - a certified instructor by the Ministry of Human Rights, and 

by coach relief in southern Iraq, and the same in Baghdad, Basra 

and Kut.  

Experiences and courses.  

1 - get two certificates of people in the organization need in 

Jordan, Amman about: how to manage organizations and writing 

projects, and how to communicate with the briber and how to 

communicate with other organizations.  

2 - get a computer certificate from the organization Ockenden 

International.  

3 - participated in the formulation of national policies to shape 

national policy for people migrating with the International 

Organization Ockenden.  



4- engagement with the international relief to find people 

migrating and I have a certificate on this topic.  

5 - to attend a course in human rights in Kuwait and get a 

certificate.  

6 - I got two certificates in training and certification in the field 

of human rights by international migration with the High 

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).  

7 - got the certificate of experience in administrative corruption 

by the Center for Civil Society Development.  

8 - to obtain a certificate in the preparation of trainers by the 

Center for Civil Society Development.  

9 to obtain a degree in the art of negotiation to resolve disputes 

by international relief.  

10 The existence of a certificate in the art of management and 

leadership by the international relief.  

11 The existence of a certificate from the center of the art of 

negotiation to resolve disputes at Columbia University in the 

skills to deal with conflict and peace  

12 - get a certificate as a coach to give lessons in the field of 

human rights through the program towards peace in the 

international relief in southern Iraq.  

13 The existence of a certificate in the field of human rights of 

legal status by Ockenden International.  

14 - get three certificates from the Institute for International 

Peace in the terms of reference to take advantage of dealing with 

electronics in the work of institutions and a course on social 

media and a course on strategic planning  

15 - two certificates with the International Medical Corps on 

how to deal with the customer and the other on administrative 

corruption and stir  



Activities with civil society organizations:  

1 - Participation in numerous conferences as follows: (NDI) 

conference on the draft of the permanent Iraqi constitution, the 

first conference on the day of the Iraqi immigrant in Maysan 

Joint Conference of displacement in Baghdad. As well as, 

participating in the conference for The displaced people in 

Karbala. Also, participating in three conferences with Iraqi Al-

Amal Association. Many conferences to explain the law of 

provincial councils, districts, regions and submarines and a 

conference on the Integrity Commission with the Integrity 

Commission.  

2 - and you are a representative of civil society organizations at 

the meeting, which was held in Jordan in 2005.  

3 - commander of the civil society organizations since 2004, and 

participated in the official delegations and a representative of 

civil society organizations.  

4 - Participation Coordinator in educating people about the draft 

constitution, and before that in educating people about the 

election.  

5 - Participation in giving lectures about 52 administrative 

corruption to DJ.  

6 - Participation in the project of the provinces that have nothing 

to do with the province, any law. 21 for the year 2008, through 

the provision of training for community leaders through 24 

workshop.  

7 - to participate as a coach in the preparation of a plan to 

amend the provisions of the law of the provinces irrelevant, law 

number. 21 for the year 2008.  

8 - giving training through workshops held by the Ministry of 

Human Rights in the province 


